AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

Plaintiff Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP, by and through counsel, alleges the following:

1. In the summer of 2018, Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP ("Akin") Counsel Louis Agnello had an idea that would forever change the complex process of drafting federal legislation. Based on his experience working with Congress and in the private sector, Agnello conceived of software that could, for the first time, generate a draft bill from a set of changes to existing legislation.

2. Agnello had the idea for software that would take proposed redline changes to an existing law and use those changes to generate a draft bill in the format suitable for submission to Congress.
3. Agnello immediately understood the value of his idea. This invention would make bill drafting faster, more accurate, less expensive, and less wasteful of computer resources. Agnello believed his software design was so revolutionary that legislative drafting practitioners would stage a “parade down K Street” upon its introduction.

4. Agnello’s colleagues at Akin shared his vision. Akin approached Xcential Corporation about adding Agnello’s bill-drafting concept to Xcential’s existing LegisPro software.

5. To protect Akin’s proprietary information (including but not limited to Agnello’s conception of the software) shared during their collaboration, Akin and Xcential entered into a non-disclosure agreement (“NDA”).

6. Based on the NDA’s protections, Agnello explained in confidence his idea in detail to Xcential’s company heads so they could draft the code required to prototype the bill-drafting software.

7. Agnello and Xcential referred to the initial prototype of the software as the “K-Street parade” project based on Agnello’s description.

8. Xcential never delivered a working prototype. Instead, after Agnello shared the idea with Xcential and provided training on it, Xcential’s president and CEO Grant Vergottini filed his own patent application for Agnello’s idea, renaming it “bill synthesis.”

9. Xcential never sought or obtained a release from the NDA from Akin, nor did it seek or obtain Akin’s permission to patent the invention Agnello conceived and communicated to Vergottini.

PARTIES

11. Defendant Xcential Corporation is a for-profit corporation registered in Delaware with its principal place of business in California at 841 2nd Street, Encinitas, CA 92024.

12. Defendant Grant Vergottini is the CEO of Xcential.

**JURISDICTION AND VENUE**

13. The Court has general jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to D.C. Code § 11-921 and personal jurisdiction over the Parties under D.C. Code § 13-423.

14. Jurisdiction and venue are proper for the following reasons:
   a. the location of the NDA was Washington, D.C.;
   b. Akin and Agnello are based in Washington, D.C., met with Xcential there, and communicated with Xcential from there;
   c. Xcential demonstrated its software to Akin at Akin’s D.C. office; and
   d. Xcential breached the NDA by filing a patent application in Washington, D.C. without notice to or consent from Akin.

**BACKGROUND**

A. **Louis Agnello conceived of automated bill drafting based on his years of legislative drafting experience**

15. Prior to joining Akin’s Washington, D.C. office, Louis Agnello worked in Congress where he helped craft legislation and advised on federal and state statutes, regulations, administrative procedures, and legislative proposals.

16. In the summer of 2018, Agnello conceived of the idea for automated bill drafting software. He realized that there was a need to improve the efficiency and efficacy of software used to draft and amend legislative documents.

17. Agnello wanted to develop software that could do more than merely track changes to an existing document. He wanted software that could generate draft bills aimed at modifying existing law.
18. In most contexts, word processing software is used to identify and reflect proposed changes to a writing. The software follows proofreading formats and protocols from the days of paper, with proposed deletions struck out and additions shown in some format (usually a separate color, hence the term “redlining”) to identify them as new.

19. Agnello, however, recognized that amending a law follows an entirely different, unique process. Laws are changed by drafting and presenting a bill to a legislative body.

20. These bills use arcane language and format dictated by traditional practice, legislative rule, or state or federal constitution. Specifically, when Congress amends a law, it passes an entirely new piece of legislation containing detailed, textual instructions on the necessary changes to the previous law, in a format specified by the congressional Office of Legislative Counsel.

21. For example, if Congress wanted to amend a hypothetical Section 100(a) to reduce the speed limit in federal parks from 45 mph to 35 mph, it would not vote on a redline of the proposed change. Instead, it would pass a bill stating: “in the first sentence of Section 100(a), strike the word ‘45 mph’ and replace with ‘35 mph.’” More complex amendments require more detailed textual instructions and formatting.

22. However, constituents and legislators often view and propose changes to legislation using the more familiar redlining process because it is easier to follow than the textual instructions of federal bills. Yet many legislatures, including the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate do not accept redline edits of existing legislation. To draft a bill amending federal law, one must adhere to the precise language and format required by the U.S. Congress. When it comes time to generate a bill, each redlined change must be manually converted into text instructions,
following a specified format. This process is burdensome, time-consuming, and error prone. It requires someone with expertise in formatting requirements.

23. Agnello was very familiar with the differences between redlining a document to track changes and introducing a federal bill to amend existing law. Prior to joining Akin, Agnello worked on Capitol Hill as a legislative assistant to members of Congress and as senior counsel to U.S. Senators. From his experience, he understood the intricate process of introducing bills intended to modify existing federal legislation. After he left government service, Agnello brought his expertise in legislative drafting to Akin, becoming one of Akin’s go-to bill drafters.

24. Agnello was surprised to discover that the software available to private-sector bill drafters suffered the same limitations as the software used by Congress. Agnello realized practicing attorneys in both the government and the private sector lacked software programmed to generate draft bills complying with the formatting strictures.

25. Agnello recognized that redline markups of existing statutes were useful as they made it easier to understand changes and their proper context. However, redlines could not be presented to Congress as proposed bill amendments. So the bill-drafters would have to write new bills to present the desired changes in the legislature-mandated line-by-line format. The formatting requirements led to inefficient use of computing resources, duplication of effort and computer memory, and potential transcription errors.

26. Agnello saw these difficulties in legislative drafting and recognized that existing software was not designed with bill-drafting in mind. The word processing software Agnello used at Akin allowed him to track proposed changes to existing law, but it could not move beyond redlines. He had to separately write and format a draft bill to implement the changes on a line-by-
line basis. Agnello hoped to find or to develop software to bridge the gap between client-friendly redlines and legislature-approved bill format.

27. To address these challenges, Agnello conceived of a system that would use software to take in-context changes (the changes typically shown in a redline) to the current version of a law and use them to generate a draft bill suitable for presentment to a legislative body. Software did not exist that would allow a user to directly input changes into a current version of a law.

28. Agnello shared his vision for bill-drafting software with Julie Bozzell, his practice group manager at Akin. Agnello first told Bozzell of his idea in September 2018. By this time, Agnello had begun investigating third-party vendors, including Xcential, to see whether any existing platforms could generate properly formatted draft bills.

29. Agnello envisioned software that would eliminate the data duplication in the typical bill-drafting process. It would lead to better use of computing resources and enable more efficient drafting. Agnello’s software would perpetually access updated databases of laws. This would allow users to make in-line, in-context changes directly to relevant portions of current law, instead of first researching and locating provisions for mark-up. By linking to updated databases of laws, Agnello’s software design would reduce the risk of working with an out-of-date version of law. Agnello’s conception would also eliminate the need for drafters to generate multiple files that tracked changes to laws and separately proposed bill language to implement the changes into law. Using rule-based software to compile changes into a bill would reduce the risk of errors. By providing template libraries, the software would output a bill in the format required by a particular jurisdiction.

30. Agnello’s conception would also enable new functionality for legislative drafting. The software would provide a graphical user interface linked to updated databases of current laws.
This user interface would allow users to access the current revision of a law and call up the relevant provisions to be changed. The user could insert relevant provisions from multiple different portions of a law or multiple laws into a condensed view, make changes to them in-context, and assemble the changes into a single draft bill. This would provide a user-friendly “client view” in which in-context changes to a law could be easily understood and shared with others, while enabling the simplified generation of a bill in the format required by the legislature.

B. Louis Agnello contacted Xcential to assess its LegisPro change-tracking software

31. In October 2018, Agnello wrote to Xcential seeking information about its existing product, LegisPro. In conversations with Xcential’s president, Mark Stodder, Agnello explained he wanted software that could draft bills to amend federal law.

32. Agnello approached Xcential because it advertised itself as a “legislative technologies” provider that was an industry leader in legislative drafting. Xcential claimed that its commercial software tracked “[c]hange [s]et[s]” and displayed them as redlines to pending bills or existing statutes. Agnello hoped this redlining software could also be used to generate bills. But once Xcential demonstrated its software’s existing capabilities, he realized that Xcential’s software could not generate bills in federal formats from redlined edits.

33. However, Agnello believed Xcential was a promising candidate for building out his idea of bill-drafting software. Agnello expressed his optimism to his Akin colleagues.

C. Demonstrations of Xcential’s software confirmed the need for a new bill-drafting solution

34. In November 2018, Stodder traveled to Akin’s office in Washington, D.C. to demonstrate Xcential’s LegisPro software to Agnello. Several Akin attorneys and staff joined this meeting. In connection with this presentation, Xcential provided pricing sheets to license its
existing software options. Unfortunately, the demonstration confirmed Xcential’s software was not configured to generate federal legislation as Agnello had hoped.

35. Prior to the demonstration, Agnello had explained to Xcential that Akin was interested in a platform for drafting “federal bills.” But the LegisPro software Xcential demonstrated could only track changes to California laws—a vastly different scenario. Xcential’s software only allowed for display of redlines to an existing statute, which is acceptable for amending California laws. However, it could not generate new bills as required for amending federal law. Akin and Agnello recognized that the software would not work for federal bill drafting, and realized Xcential would have to write new code to implement Agnello’s envisioned software program.

36. In subsequent telephone calls, Stodder said Xcential was “eager to build Federal templates for drafting” bills. Akin and Xcential spoke several times to clarify Agnello’s idea. These conversations, as well as an email Bozzell sent to Stodder, confirmed Agnello’s idea was for software that could draft new bills—not just track amendments to draft bills. Bozzell sent Xcential sample bill language—identified by Agnello—illustrating how to draft a statute-amending bill. This bill referenced “42 U.S.C. 1395w-102.”

37. Stodder sent an email thanking Bozzell for “sending along this sample, and for the clarification about Louis’ and other drafters’ requirements.” He suggested a further “follow up demo for [Akin’s] team” and “a proposal for [a] pilot/trial” that would allow Akin attorneys to use the LegisPro software for a “specific drafting/amending need.” Stodder’s message conflated amending bills (as in the LegisPro software) with software that generated bills (as in Agnello’s concept). Nevertheless, Akin opted to move forward with the demonstration and software trial proposed by Xcential.
38. Xcential provided Akin with two more demonstrations of its LegisPro software in early 2019 in Washington, D.C. The first demonstration, in January 2019, again focused on “amending,” not generating, draft bills. In this “follow up demo,” Xcential presented software focused on “amending [ ] Senate/House bill[s]” and generating amendment documents. During this demonstration, which was nine months before the filing of its provisional patent application, Xcential did not show Akin any software capable of generating a draft bill.

39. Xcential made the second follow-up demonstration to several members of Akin’s tech team in February 2019. This second demonstration focused on the LegisPro “system architecture.” Again, Xcential demonstrated no software capable of generating bills from changes to existing legislation.

D. Akin and Xcential Entered into an NDA to Protect Akin’s Confidential Information

40. On March 14, 2019, Akin and Xcential entered into a non-disclosure agreement that limited the use of the information shared by Agnello with Xcential. The NDA governed the exchange of the confidential information provided by Akin to Xcential in connection with Agnello’s concept for the “K Street Parade” software:

In connection with our engagement of Xcential Corporation (the “Provider”) to provide legislative drafting and amending software (the “Services”) to Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP (“Akin”), both Parties and their Representatives may make available to the other Party and its Representatives certain information which is non-public, confidential and/or proprietary in nature as part of Provider’s provision of the Services. As a condition to any such information being furnished to either Party or its Representatives, both parties agree that it will, and will cause its Representatives to, treat any such information in accordance with, and otherwise comply with, the terms and conditions set forth in this letter agreement (this “Agreement”).

41. The NDA defined “Confidential Information” as:

[All information that concerns or relates to each Party, whether oral, written, graphic, photographic, electronic, visual or otherwise, including but not limited to data, documents, reports, financial statements, marketing data, client information, correspondence and communications, whether prepared by a Party, its Representatives or otherwise, and whether furnished prior to or after the execution of this Agreement,
that is furnished to the receiving Party or its Representatives by or on behalf of the disclosing Party or its Representatives, and all copies of such information and all memoranda, notes, reports, analyses, forecasts, summaries, data, compilations, studies and other materials prepared by the receiving Party or its Representatives containing, reflecting, interpreting or based upon, in whole or in part, any such information.

42. As stated in that definition, the NDA had retroactive effect and covered all information shared by Akin and Xcential during Xcential’s engagement “to provide legislative drafting and amending software” services “whether furnished prior to or after the execution of this Agreement.”

43. The use of Confidential Information under the NDA was very limited and did not allow Xcential to file patent applications for software based on Agnello’s concept:

2. Use and Disclosure of Confidential Information. Receiving Party recognizes and acknowledges the competitive value and confidential nature of the Confidential Information and the damage that could result to disclosing Party if any information contained therein is disclosed to a third party. Both Parties agree that it and its Representatives (i) will use the Confidential Information solely as necessary for provision of the Services and for no other purpose, including, without limitation, in any way detrimental to the disclosing Party, and (ii) will keep the Confidential Information confidential and will not disclose any of the Confidential Information in any manner whatsoever, except that any of the Confidential Information may be disclosed (a) with disclosing Party’s prior written consent, (b) in accordance with Paragraph 3 below, or (c) to receiving Party’s Representatives who need to know such information for the sole purpose of providing the Services on receiving Party’s behalf if prior to any such disclosure (x) receiving Party advises such Representative of the confidential nature of the Confidential Information and the terms of this Agreement and (y) such Representative agrees with receiving Party to keep the Confidential Information confidential in accordance with the terms hereof and to observe the other terms of this Agreement applicable to receiving Party’s Representatives. Receiving Party will be responsible for any breach by any of its Representatives of the terms of this Agreement that are applicable to its Representatives to the same extent as if its Representatives were parties hereto and agree to take at receiving Party’s sole expense all reasonable measures to restrain its Representatives from prohibited or unauthorized use or disclosure of the Confidential Information. Receiving Party agrees to promptly notify disclosing Party of any unauthorized disclosure or release of Confidential Information and to use receiving Party’s reasonable efforts to retrieve the same.

44. Under the NDA, Xcential acknowledged that the confidential information belonged to Akin:
4. **Ownership, Return and Destruction of Confidential Information.** All Confidential Information provided pursuant to this Agreement will remain the property of the disclosing Party, and neither this Agreement nor any disclosure of Confidential Information pursuant hereto shall be construed as granting (expressly or by implication) to receiving Party or any of its Representatives any license or other intellectual property right with respect to any of the Confidential Information. At any time at the request of disclosing Party, in its sole discretion and for any reason or no reason, received Party will promptly, at its option, either destroy or delivery to disclosing Party all Confidential Information and cause its Representatives to do the same (and if requested by disclosing Party, will confirm in writing compliance with this provision to disclosing Party within 30 days of the foregoing decision or request).

45. The NDA is “governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Delaware, without giving effect to any choice of law principles that would result in the application of the laws of any other jurisdiction.”

46. Notably, the NDA also provides for equitable relief as a remedy for breach:

**Equitable Relief: Remedies.** Receiving Party acknowledges and agrees that disclosing party would be damaged irreparably and would not have an adequate remedy at law if any provision of this Agreement is not performed in accordance with its specific terms or is otherwise breached. Accordingly, in addition to any other remedy to which disclosing Party may be entitled, at law or in equity, disclosing Party will be entitled to an injunction or injunctions to prevent breaches or threatened breaches of the provisions of this Agreement and to enforce specifically this Agreement and its provisions, without bond or other security being required and without proof of any actual damages. The rights, obligations and remedies created by this Agreement are cumulative and in addition to any rights, obligations or remedies otherwise available at law or in equity. Nothing herein will be considered an election of remedies or a waiver of the right to pursue any other right or remedy to which a Party may be entitled.

47. Neither Xcential nor Akin have requested to modify or terminate the NDA. The NDA is still in effect today.

E. **Xcential provided deficient software, without bill-drafting capability**

48. In April 2019, Xcential provided Agnello and his colleagues with access to its long-awaited online trial version of LegisPro (about four-and-one-half months before filing its provisional patent application). As summarized in Xcential’s statement-of-work for the project, this trial was intended to “provide Akin Gump personnel with a free trial of Xcential’s LegisPro
software application to test drafting federal legislation . . . .” However, to Agnello’s disappointment, Xcential’s trial software was unusable and incomplete.

49. Upon testing the LegisPro trial software, Agnello found it did not provide the proper format for drafting or amending federal bills. Because proper formatting was “central to the purpose of the software,” this failure made the trial software effectively useless. Agnello could not use the trial software for client work because it did not provide for legislative drafts in federally mandated formats.

50. Agnello also found in May 2019 that Xcential’s trial software lacked the bill-drafting capability that he had previously described to Xcential. The LegisPro software, even as modified for the free trial, could not generate new bill language from user inputs. While it provided change-tracking capabilities, they were similar to the track-changes functions in the word processing software Akin was already using. Agnello concluded Xcential did not seem to fully understand either the bill-drafting process or how automated bill-drafting from a set of redlines would assist those practicing in the area. This confirmed Agnello’s suspicion that Xcential would need to write new code to implement his invention.

51. Despite the limitations in Xcential’s LegisPro trial software, Agnello did not lose sight of his idea’s value. He referred to it as “the proverbial ‘Holy Grail’” and realized the potential to be named an “Akin Innovator of the year.” He decided to press on with Xcential despite its failure to understand his bill-drafting concept. Agnello therefore sought to again explain his conception to Xcential.

F. Agnello again explains his bill-drafting conception

52. On May 1, 2019, just four months before Xcential filed its provisional patent application, Agnello met Stodder to discuss the differences between his bill-drafting concept and
Xcential’s trial software. During this meeting, held in Akin’s Washington, D.C. office, Agnello again explained the steps necessary to generate a draft bill from tracked changes. Agnello also explained, again, that the federal legislature would not accept redlines of existing law in place of bill language. Xcential’s trial software would have to be modified to generate bills conforming to legislative format and language requirements.

53. After the meeting, Agnello sent Stodder a confidential excerpt of a draft bill to emphasize these points and illustrate the “process we would use in drafting a bill that requires amending [an] existing statute.” The section of to-be-amended law shared with Xcential (42 U.S.C. § 1395w-3) is in Part C—Medicare+Choice Programs of 42 U.S.C. XVIII.

54. In reply, Stodder wrote Agnello’s “example was extremely helpful.” Stodder asked Agnello to teach his bill-drafting process to Grant Vergottini—the Xcential co-founder and CEO who was later named as a purported inventor on Xcential’s patent application.

55. The next day, May 10, 2019, Agnello had a videoconference with Stodder and Vergottini. During this videoconference, Agnello explained his concept in detail. Agnello reiterated that tracking changes was not enough and that he was looking for software that could use tracked changes to generate a draft bill. Agnello also told Vergottini that Xcential’s trial software would have to be modified to practice his invention.

56. At this videoconference, Agnello also explained the impact his bill-drafting software would have on those who wrote and amended legislation. Agnello told Vergottini and Stodder about the labor-intensive efforts used to draft Federal legislation. He explained that, because redlines are not accepted by legislative counsel, attorneys often created multiple word processing files when drafting bills: one showing redline edits and another containing the draft bill text. This approach led to inefficient use of computing resources. It required creating and storing
multiple files for a single project, also leading to possible inconsistencies and errors. Agnello explained that, by generating draft bills from tracked changes, Agnello’s software concept would revolutionize the time-consuming legislative drafting process. Agnello explained for emphasis that the software’s release would lead to a “parade down K Street”—the corridor along which many law firms and public-relations offices reside in Washington, D.C.

57. Following the May 10, 2019 videoconference, Xcential finally appeared to understand the significance of Agnello’s concept. Echoing Agnello’s comments, Xcential indicated that it now understood that generating draft bills from tracked changes would require new software.

58. A few weeks after the May 10, 2019 videoconference, Agnello received an email from Stodder, stating Vergottini “has been at work on configuring the ‘amending the law’ approach you showed him” and that he “has not forgotten that ‘parade down K Street’ goal[.]” Stodder wrote he would need further information from Agnello, advising him Vergottini is “going to want to run some approaches by you soon to make sure he’s on the right track.”

G. Xcential recognizes bill-drafting as an improvement over LegisPro

59. Xcential eventually realized the extent to which Agnello’s automated bill drafting concept—the “K St Parade Tool”—differed from Xcential’s existing technology. In the three months before filing its provisional application, Xcential began treating the project with Akin as comprising two aspects: (1) configuring LegisPro to accommodate formatting to match “federal styles;” and (2) transforming redline edits of an existing law to a bill representation, a.k.a., the “K St Parade Tool.” In June 2019, Stodder expressed, for the first time, the “K St Parade Tool” would be “a much bigger development deal” that would take months for Xcential to code. Stodder said that Xcential was “targeting end of August” to provide the “K St Parade Tool.”
60. However, Xcential continued to fail to develop the software. A demonstration of LegisPro in June 2019 failed to include the federal formatting specifications requested by Agnello. Stodder acknowledged that Xcential needed to “fix” those shortcomings. Yet, an update Xcential provided in July was still wrong. Agnello’s request for demonstration software capable of producing “a formatted bill with the program” went unmet. These continued formatting errors shook Agnello’s confidence in Xcential’s ability to provide software to his specifications.

61. In August 2019, the month before filing its patent application, Xcential emailed Akin a proposal that identified two “basic capabilities” for federal bill drafting: (1) capabilities for drafting legislation in “correct drafting format (numbering, appearance);” and (2) capabilities for “‘Bill Synthesis’ (amending the law) and automated bill generation.” Later correspondence confirmed “Bill Synthesis” was another name for the “K Street” parade feature. Xcential now estimated that developing these new features would cost between $55,000 and $70,000 and take approximately three months. Other features requested by Akin were expected to add more time and money.

62. Akin inquired why this pricing was “totally different” from the pricing sheets previously provided by Xcential. Stodder replied, “[t]he key difference—which I must not have communicated effectively at the start—is that [the previous pricing] is only for software licensing and does not include any of the customization and configuration outlined in the draft proposal you had a look at today.” Stodder now recognized that Agnello’s bill synthesis/K Street feature was beyond the capabilities of Xcential’s existing LegisPro software. This new feature would require significant cost to code.
63. Akin chose not to go forward with the proposal because it had lost faith in Xcential. This loss of faith was due, in part, to Xcential’s repeated failure to provide Akin with software capable of properly formatting federal bills.

64. Agnello identified bill synthesis as a “must have” technology for the software Akin asked Xcential to code. His goal in engaging Xcential had always been to obtain software capable of generating draft bills. Without this capability, a license to Xcential’s software would offer little more than existing track-change capabilities. Given Xcential’s inability to previously understand and deliver this feature, Agnello was hesitant to recommend that Akin invest in Xcential software.

H. Xcential renames the Agnello invention “Bill Synthesis” and files a patent application

65. On September 12, 2019, without any prior notice to Akin, Xcential filed its U.S. Provisional Patent Application 62/899,384 (“’384 application”) from which its U.S. Patent Application 17/018,233 (“’233 application”) claims priority. As evidenced by their abstracts, titles, and written descriptions, both applications are directed to “bill synthesis”—Agnello’s idea of generating a draft bill based on changes to existing statutes.

66. Correspondence from Stodder confirms “bill synthesis” is the “K Street” bill drafting feature suggested by Agnello. Weeks after Xcential filed its ’384 application, Stodder wrote that Xcential continued coding the “‘K Street’ drafting feature under the “Bill Synthesis” name: “So Grant and I are working through what we could provide, within the budget boundaries. While we continue development of the ‘K Street’ drafting feature (we call it Bill Synthesis), moving it from prototype, the nearer term win we think we could release is a federal bill amending tool, with automated features for amendment generation. We’re also taking an approach that would involve much less customization/configuration for Akin Gump and provide a more standardized tool for licensing.”
67. This is consistent with Xcential’s proposal in August 2019 to develop new software for Akin, which describes “Bill Synthesis” as “amending the law” and “automated bill generation.”

68. Review of the ’233 and ’384 applications confirms “bill synthesis” is Agnello’s idea of generating a draft bill based on tracked changes to existing statutes.

69. The ’233 abstract explains the “present invention is directed to a system and method for document extraction and synthesis.” This system and method are for “extracting portions of a document to be changed and automatically synthesizing the changes . . . to conform the language and structure required for the final document.” This “allows a user to modify an existing set of laws and automatically transform the changes into a final document that complies with the specified language and format requirements for that final document.” Because it complies with the language and formatting requirements for new bills, the final document may be “presented before the lawmaking body.” The ’384 provisional contains similar statements.

70. In its “Background” section, the ’233 application distinguishes the “bill drafting process” from the “bill amending process.” The specification explains that bill amending is the process by which an introduced bill evolves after being introduced in committee or on the floor of a legislative chamber. Changes to the bill are proposed, enumerated, and either adopted or rejected. This results in a “simple enumeration of discrete modifications to a bill expressed as amending instructions to specific passages of text often identified by page and line number.” According to the ’233 specification, automation of this bill amending process “assumes that the bill is already provided using the precise language and formatting that is required by the legislature.”

71. Drafting new bills, in contrast, requires the crafting of language that describes the changes to existing statutes “using a precise arcane language and format” demanded by the legislature. Echoing information gained from Agnello, the ’233 specification states that “due to the
format requirements and precise language that legislatures require for a presented bill, a lawyer or other drafter cannot copy the law to be changed from the original source, make changes to the original source document, and simply present those changes to the legislature.” Instead, the bill must describe the changes using the legislature’s preferred language and format. The ’384 provisional similarly distinguishes bill drafting from amending law.

72. The ’233 application acknowledges the existence of bill-drafting software, including editors built on either word-processing software or structured document editors (e.g., XML editors). This existing software allows the tracking of changes to draft documents or existing legislation. But as the ’233 application makes clear, “[n]one of the current bill drafting tools allow the user to create in-line in-context changes to the original text of the legal provision to be changed and then automatically generate a bill from those changes with the appropriate language required by the jurisdiction where the bill is to be presented.” This is an example of one of the inventions—conceived by Agnello—described in the ’233 application, which Defendants are trying to patent for themselves.

73. Figure 1 of the ’233 application, reproduced below, depicts a “method of law selection and bill synthesis”: 
This method begins, at step 102, with the creation of a “snapshot document” containing provisions of law to be changed. This snapshot document may be created in an existing text editor, such as the commercially available LegisPro software. In step 104, a user inputs in-context, redline changes to the snapshot document. The software tracks these changes in step 106. To track the changes, the system creates an XML changes document. The ’233 application suggests using “change sets” from the commercial LegisPro software for this step. Finally, in step 108, the software transforms tracked changes into a “synthesized bill representation.”

74. Figures 4-6 of the ’233 application illustrate a snapshot document based on code sections identified by Agnello. As seen in the color version of this snapshot from Xcential’s ’384 application, Figure 4 is a “snapshot” of 42 U.S.C. §1395w-27a:
75. Figure 5 shows “changes made to the snapshot document” done “using some method of change tracking” (e.g., redlining). This snapshot is again of 42 U.S.C. §1395w-27a:

76. Figure 6 illustrates “law changing language for bills [being] automatically drafted . . . based on the changes made to the snapshot document,” resulting in “a formal bill document.” This “bill representation” is “visually and contextually . . . quite different” from the snapshot document. Again, this Figure illustrates changes to 42 U.S.C. §1395w-27a:
77. Subchapter XVIII of 42 U.S.C. includes hundreds of sections. But, drawing on his experience drafting amendments to healthcare laws, Agnello specifically identified sections within Part C of the subchapter multiple times. Each time, Stodder acknowledged this information was “helpful.”

78. The '233 pending claims attempt to broadly capture the above concepts. For example, claim 6 recites “creating a snapshot document” (as discussed above), “receiving changes to the snapshot document” (as discussed above), “analyzing the updated snapshot document based on extracting and enumerating each change set” (i.e., redlining), and “constructing an XML changes document” (as in existing software). The inventive steps conceived by Agnello follow, including: “analyzing the XML changes document to generate a bill representation,” and “presenting the bill representation to a legislature.”
I. Xcential filed the ’233 application without permission and in violation of the NDA

79. Xcential never informed Agnello, or anyone else at Akin, of its intention to file the ’384 or ’233 applications. It did not seek permission from Akin before filing its ’384 application on September, 12 2019. Further, despite multiple contacts with Akin after the filing—including sending a $190,000 proposal to develop the claimed concepts to Bozzell on the very day it filed the application—Xcential never mentioned the application’s existence. Neither Agnello, Bozzell, nor anyone else at Akin granted Xcential permission for the filing.

80. Agnello’s discussions with Xcential were made under the terms of the NDA that limited the use of the information he shared.

81. The NDA had retroactive effect and covered all information shared by Akin and Xcential during Xcential’s engagement “to provide legislative drafting and amending software” services “whether furnished prior to or after the execution of this Agreement.”

82. The use of Confidential Information under the NDA was very limited and did not allow Xcential to file patent applications for software based on Agnello’s concept.

83. Due to the confidentiality of pending applications before publication, Akin did not learn of the ’233 application until 2021. Xcential never told Akin that it had filed the application, even after it published. Agnello only discovered Xcential had filed its application when he went to file a patent on his concept, and did a search for other patents as part of his due diligence in June 2021.

J. Xcential never delivered the software features it promised

84. Despite having not yet delivered any work product for Akin, in October 2019, Stodder sent an email assuring Agnello that Xcential was continuing to work toward Akin’s goals, explaining that Xcential would “retool and be back.” Stodder proposed to “continue development of the ‘K Street’ drafting feature . . . moving it from prototype.” In the nearer term, Xcential would
provide a “federal bill amending tool, with automated features for amendment generation.” This tool never materialized. Akin never received any Xcential software capable of bill-drafting. In January 2020, Stodder spoke with Akin about using Xcential tools for drafting legislative documents in California (which does use redlines). Even then, Xcential still had no product to deliver to Akin. To this day, Xcential has not delivered any of the products requested by Akin.¹

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
Misappropriation of Trade Secrets

85. Akin repeats and re-alleges each allegation contained above as if fully set forth herein.

86. Agnello’s idea for bill drafting software is information that derives independent economic value, actual or potential, from not being generally known to, and not being readily ascertainable by proper means by, other persons who can obtain economic value from its disclosure or use and is the subject of efforts that are reasonable under the circumstances to maintain its secrecy.

87. Accordingly, Agnello’s idea for bill drafting software is a trade secret.

88. The Defendants have misappropriated Agnello’s idea for bill drafting software by filing it publicly or otherwise disclosing it to a third party and applying for sole ownership of patents for his ideas.

89. Defendants knew at the time they submitted their patent applications that they had acquired Akin’s trade secret pursuant to the NDA and therefore had a duty to maintain its secrecy and/or limit its use.

¹ Akin also discussed with Xcential producing a California-specific software application for California legislative drafting purposes. This was also never delivered.
90. Also, as described in the NDA, Akin is “entitled to an injunction or injunctions to prevent breaches or threatened breaches of the provisions of this Agreement and to enforce specifically this Agreement and its provisions, without bond or other security being required and without proof of any actual damages.”

91. Defendants breached the NDA by misappropriating Akin’s Confidential Information as defined by the NDA as well.

92. The Confidential Information that Defendants misappropriated is also a trade secret.

93. Defendants’ misappropriation was willful and malicious.

94. Akin has suffered and will continue to suffer irreparable injury as a result of Defendants’ willful misappropriation of trade secrets.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION

Breach of Contract

95. Akin repeats and re-alleges each allegation contained above as if fully set forth herein.

96. The NDA is a valid and binding contract.

97. Akin has performed all of its obligations under the NDA.

98. Akin and Xcential entered into the NDA to safeguard the Confidential Information that Akin provided to Xcential as part of its engagement of Xcential to provide legislative drafting and amending software to Akin.

99. Xcential acknowledged in the NDA that the Confidential Information was Akin’s property.

100. Akin did not license use of the Confidential Information by Xcential for any purpose beyond that is described in the NDA.
101. Defendants breached the NDA by filing Akin’s Confidential Information publicly or otherwise disclosing it to a third party, and using it to try to develop and patent Xcential’s “bill synthesis” software.

102. By reason of the foregoing, Akin has been damaged in an amount to be determined at trial.

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION
Breach of Good Faith and Fair Dealing

103. Akin repeats and re-alleges each allegation contained above as if fully set forth herein.

104. In addition to the plain terms of the NDA, Defendants were required to abide by the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing arising out of the NDA.

105. Under the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, Defendants implicitly agreed that they would not use Akin’s Confidential Information for their own financial gain.

106. Defendants breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing they owed Akin by attempting to profit from Akin’s Confidential Information without Akin’s consent.

107. By reason of the foregoing, Akin has been damaged in an amount to be determined at trial.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Akin prays for relief and judgment as follows:

a. Declaring that Defendants have breached the NDA with Akin;

b. Declaring that Defendants have misappropriated Akin’s trade secrets;

c. Awarding injunctive relief in favor of Akin against Defendants, enjoining Defendants from pursuing any patents related to Agnello’s ideas or Akin’s Confidential Information;
d. Awarding injunctive relief enjoining Defendants to assign to Akin all rights in any patents related to Agnello’s ideas or Akin’s Confidential Information;

e. Awarding injunctive relief conditioning any future use of Defendants’ bill-drafting software derived from Akin’s Confidential Information on the payment of a reasonable royalty to Akin in perpetuity;

f. Awarding injunctive relief precluding Defendants from further prosecution of patents including Akin’s Confidential Information and/or trade secrets;

g. Awarding injunctive relief precluding Defendants from enforcing their ’384 Application and their ’233 Application;

h. Awarding injunctive relief requiring Defendants to assign to Akin any issued patent or newly filed application that uses, directly or indirectly, Akin’s Confidential Information and/or trade secrets;

i. Awarding injunctive relief requiring Defendants to identify and delete all Akin’s Confidential Information from Defendants’ email accounts, electronic devices, electronic storage systems;

j. Awarding injunctive relief requiring Defendants to identify and destroy all hard copies of Akin’s Confidential Information in Defendants’ possession;

k. Awarding exemplary damages for Defendants’ willful and malicious misappropriation of trade secrets;

l. On the second count, finding in favor of Akin and against Defendants jointly and severally for damages, including punitive damages for Defendants’ willful and malicious breach of contract, in an amount to be determined at trial;
m. On the second count, ordering Defendants to specifically perform their obligations under the NDA, including their obligations under Paragraph 4 of the NDA, and to deliver the Confidential Information to Akin by assignment of Defendants’ patents derived from Akin’s trade secrets;

n. On the third count, finding in favor of Akin and against Defendants jointly and severally for damages, in an amount to be determined at trial;

o. Together with the costs and disbursements, including reasonable attorneys’ fees, of this action; and

p. Such other and further relief as to this Court may seem just and proper.

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

Pursuant to Rule 38(b) of the District of Columbia Superior Court Rules of Civil Procedure, Plaintiff demands a trial by jury of all issues so triable as of right.
Dated: November 23, 2022
Washington, D.C.
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